Cutaneous blood perfusion as a perturbing factor for noninvasive glucose monitoring.
It is widely accepted that noninvasive glucose monitoring (NIGM) has the potential to revolutionize diabetes therapy. However, current approaches to NIGM studied to date have not yet demonstrated a level of acceptable functionality to allow real-time use, beyond restricted fields of application. A number of reviews have been devoted to the subject of NIGM with different focuses related to challenges and a description of the respective underlying problems. This review is aimed at addressing a fundamental topic in the application of NIGM that seems to have received less attention, by describing the perturbations that result in a reduced functionality of NIGM in daily use. Here we provide a short general introduction to glucose monitoring and a basic illustration of the electromagnetic spectrum with a description of the respective physical mechanisms underlying the measurement techniques. This allows for a better understanding of how these perturbing factors affect the measured properties. Cutaneous blood perfusion is one of the major perturbing factors to NIGM, along with variations in temperature, migration of water, and the effect of attachment of the sensor to the skin. An understanding of the mechanisms underlying perfusion variation over time and within the measured human skin tissue matrix is required to enable a discrimination between glucose-induced effects within the tissue and various biophysical impacts to be made. It is suggested that a plurality of probing frequencies is required to discriminate glucose-related changes from the perturbations. A system designed to perform the measurements in different regions of the electromagnetic spectrum with dedicated sensors (multisensor approach) has the potential to more efficiently and reliably discriminate glucose-related information from perturbations. This can be achieved by combining signals related to measurements with different physical underlying mechanisms of the interaction between the probing field propagation and the tissue to help account for the different sources of perturbations.